MANAGEMENT
20 FINANCIAL
20 CONFERENCE SERIES
TUESDAY - THURSDAY, DECEMBER 15-17
10:00 AM & 2:00PM

This years’ virtual conference has been spread out over three days to allow
attendees to still have time to get work done throughout the day. Sessions
will be roughly 90 minutes and held at 10:00 AM or 2:00 PM, giving you
time throughout the day to keep up with your regular responsibilities.
Sessions include:
The implementation of the Medicare PDGM system on January 1,
2020 PDGM has largely been overshadowed this year by COVID-19.
But it is imperative that financial managers keep their focus on the
new reimbursement system. This presentation will provide datadriven benchmarks under the new PDGM payment world and how
COVID-19 has played a part in expectation-vs-reality. Chris Attaya,
will review we have seen throughout the first year and the projections
for 2021.

Tuesday,
December 15
10:00 AM

PDGM: A Data
Driven Perspective
Chris Attaya, VP of Business
Intelligence, SHP Data

The COVID-19 Pandemic has brought the world into
unprecedented times and forced agencies to adapt and overcome
challenges never seen before. Michael Criscione will facilitate a panel
of CFOs to discuss lessons learned from financial and
operational perspectives during the 2020 pandemic.

Wednesday.
December 16
10:00 AM

In this session learn how becoming a Medicare Part B provider
can help your agency expand your service lines and increase
revenue. Kim will review which Medicare services covered by
Part B, and the basics of Part B billing

Wednesday,
December 16
2:00 PM

Medicare Part B Review
Kimberly Chapman, Financial
Advisor, Simione Healthcare
Consultants

Thursday,
December 17
10:00 AM

Exploring the New Home
Health Medicare Cost Report
Form – 1728-20
Dave Macke, VonLehman CPA &
Advisory Firm

Thursday,
December 17
2:00 PM

Medicare Final Rule for 2021
Nick Seabrook, Managing
Director & Founding Member,
Blacktree Healthcare Consulting

The CMS recently issued a new Medicare cost report form for
home health agencies. Originally proposed in the Spring of
2019, the revised cost report form was finalized in a
Transmittal issued on October 2, 2020. This session will
explore the new forms, highlight changes and new worksheets,
and include guidance on necessary recordkeeping to accurately
complete the revised form.
CMS issued the final rule in late October updating the
Medicare home health payment rates for 2021. Nick
Seabrook will provide an in-depth overview of the
regulations and changes provided in the final rule..

Panel Discussion: Financial
Lessons Learned During
COVID-19
Michael Criscione, Partner, Citrin
Cooperman

